The following essay was initially presented in the autumn of 2000 at the biannual university docents' conference of the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Volkskunde in Tübingen. Utz Jeggle, opting for early retirement in October 2001 due to the onset of Parkinson's, used the opportunity to present a conglomeration of his thoughts on the proximity of folkloric to psychological manifestations. Jeggle has long been interested in Freud, and psychological considerations were manifest in the manner in which he launched his village studies; they surface as well, on the margins, in his writings about fieldwork.
By calling his essay "A Lost Track" (Die verlorene Spur), Jeggle indicates that opportunities have been lost to explore more deeply the bridges that may exist between folkloristic and psychoanalytic scholarship. Though he does explore exactly why this is the case, it is certainly true that there has been little crossfertilization with psychology in German folklore scholarship, with the exception of a few Jungian folktale interpreters. Jeggle's essay is offered, in translation, to readers of JFR not only to enhance the dialogue and build bridges between American and German folklore scholarship, but also because Jeggle suggests different directions than American scholars who have explored the folklorepsychology link. Folk belief and dreams, what we call madness and how villagers interpret oracles, forgotten cellular telephones and forms of appropriation, all are linked together here to suggest that if we more carefully connect the internal to the external world, we may discover that some interpretive tracks long left untrodden may yield new vistas.
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